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Oshiro Arkase

Arkase is an PC played by Samuel who was involved in the YSS Aeon roleplay plot.
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Oshiro Arkase
Species: NH-22C Yamataian
Gender: Male

Age: 20
Zodiac Sign: Aries

Height: 5'9“
Weight: 168 LB

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Infantry

Rank: Shoi
Current Placement: YSS Integrity

Arkase's Battle Theme Arkase's General Theme

Physical Characteristics

Build and Skin Color: A lanky Yamataian male with light asian skin coloring.

Facial Features and Eye Color: He has a straight face with a sharp triangular chin. He has brown eyes.

Hair Color and Style: He has brown hair worn in a wild fashion thats down near the top of his eyes and
over his ears.

Distinguishing Features: His dark brown eyes and his hair.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Arkase was once a talkative individual – he would tell jokes, quote movies, and talk about
the past. But it is the past that has changed him – the original fighting on Pisces Station and at South
Gate at first shocked, and then finally wiped away what Arkase once was. Arkase is now quieter, and tells
few – if any – jokes. He is cold, and serious through the majority of his time during the day, except with
the few friends he still retains. Arkase's ambition is more fierce than ever, and the focus of his will is
intense – sometimes to the point of obsession.

Likes: Weaponry, History, Books, Food, Work, Challenge Dislikes: Large groups of people, wasted time
on duty, rule-breakers, Goals: To attain a high position in the Star Army

History

Family (or Creators)

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=species:nh-22c
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:start
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:occupations:infantry
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:ranks:shoi
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_integrity
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r50bTK49Gzc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7b-fp6ck80&list=FL5Ty8KPxup3HaG5_4pzjTDw&index=3&feature=plpp_video
https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/3197
https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/4235
https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/4235
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Mother:Ambrea Oshiro Father:Kenai Oshiro

Pre-RP

Born in Kennewes, he went through school with high grades. At sixteen, while 'walking' with his younger
brother - a way for them to argue without their parents interfering - his brother fell in a street and was
killed by a passing car. He died nearly instantly from the blow to the head. He was immediately cast
under suspicion by the police forces investigating the accident, but because there were few witnesses
(and none of them had seen what happened before the younger brother fell into the street) the police
forces never took him into custody. He then proceeded through school, taking a fascination to military
war history, and the weapons used in it fueled his desire to join the Star Army when he came of age.

RP
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Arkase joined Taisho Shimizu's Staff Protection Detail almost immediately after graduating from Basic
Training. He quickly attempted to befriend those around him, pursuing his goal at the time to prove
himself. After a brief training session inside a Nebula, the Fourth Expeditionary Fleet staff boarded the
Nadare and left for Pisces Station. Festivities and negotiations were stopped when Misshu sympathizers
attacked all over the station. Arkase's first taste of action saw him killing fellow crewmates and other
traitors.

Before Arkase could come to grips with what he had saw and done on Pisces, the lone Hei found himself
in yet another battle – South Gate. Put in command of the Security Teams aboard the Nadare, Arkase
helped to defend the Nadare until traitors struck directly at the Fleet Command Bridge. Arkase defended
his commanders and fellows fiercely – resorting to hand-to-hand combat with a Kylie Power Armor.

After the Battle of South Gate finished, Arkase stayed with the Protection Detail for a brief time before
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requesting training to recieve a commision at the Kyoto War College. He ended up not finishing his
education, and was quietly conscripted by the commander of Task Force Phantom. But due to
disagreements with his new CO, he was transferred out. He bounced from ship-to-ship for a few months
before being picked up permanently by the YSS Aeon.

Taking command of the away team for his first official ground mission, he descended down onto AX-01
where a Tansaku-Class vessel had crashed and was sending a distress signal. There, he and his team met
enemy forces under the command of a malicious AI named Intellicus. After much fighting, and the loss of
Shina Kim (their pilot) to a suicide bomb on the Aeon, Arkase and his team emerged victorious. But there
wouldn't be any rest for them – immediately they were flowen to Siren in the UOC to rescue civilians
caught in the SMX occupation…

Skills

Communication:

Arkase is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Arkase is fluent in Nepleslian. He can speak and write both correctly
and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting:

Arkase received intensive hand-to-hand combat training (primarily focused on disabling and/or killing
opponents) and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program. Weapons he is trained
in include pistols of all types, knives, grenades (and other forms of explosive weaponry) and rifles of all
kinds.

Mathematics:

Arkase received basic mathematics training, including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Technology Operation:

Arkase is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships.He is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Entertainment:

Arkase is a decent actor and is not afraid to do mock-parodies of well known entertainments (Movies,

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:bases:kyoto_war_college
http://stararmy.com/wiki/doku.php?id=stararmy:yss_aeon
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Plays, etc. etc.) for the sake of getting people to laugh. He is also a good Storyteller, and will go out of his
way to quote things he has read or movies he has seen.

Strategy:

Arkase's fascination with military history has led to him knowing many good tactics and strategies that
have been implemented on the field of battle. He knows the basic values of position, time, speed, and
mobility and their effects on the battle field.

Knowledge:

Arkase has taken a fascination to military war history, and keeps it as a pass time to acquire more
knowledge of this hobby.

Finances

is currently a in the . She receives a weekly salary of -salary- per week.

Clothing

2 White T-Shirts
4 Button-Up Plad Shirts
1 Necklace with Amethyst Crystal on the end
6 Pairs of pants

Duty Uniform

3 Duty Uniforms
2 pairs leather boots, dark gray
1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray, with holster for service pistol

Uniform Insignia

1 Rank Pin
1 Fleet Insignia Patch on left arm of each duty uniform
Star Army of Yamatai ”:Hinomaru“ patch on right arm of each duty uniform

Undergarments & Workout Clothes

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=items:clothing:t-shirt
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3 Complete Excercise Uniforms
4 black cotton briefs
8 pair of black boot Socks

Other Clothing

1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with navy blue print of various silhouettes of Star Army starships.
1 black sash for yukata
1 pair black sandals

Weather Gear

1 pair leather gloves, dark gray
1 scarf.

Weaponry and Tools

Ketsurui Zaibatsu
3 BR-28E Battery Magazines (2 extra)
Star Army:Type 29 Communicator and charger
Star army:type_30_helmet
Star Army:type 30 flashlight
Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard, in dark gray belt sheath
Earplugs with belt case
Field Bandage with belt case

Personal Hygiene

1 Black waterproof shower kit bag with detachable shoulder strap
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 stick of deodorant
1 hairbrush, round type
1 pair nail clippers

Finances

Arkase Oshiro is currently an Shoi in the Star Army of Yamatai. He receives a weekly salary of -salary- per

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=items:clothing:socks
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=items:clothing:scarf
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:ranks:shoi
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week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
5700 KS 2700 KS Pay 54 Weeks (Santo)
7950 KS 2250 KS Pay 30 Weeks (Nito)
8250 KS 300 KS Pay 2 Weeks (Itto)
Character Data
Character Name Oshiro Arkase
Character Owner Samuel
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment YSS Integrity
DOR Year YE 43
DOR Month 4
Orders Orders
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